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Abstract 
We study an extension of the second-order calculus of bounded quantification, System F,, 
with bounded existential types. Surprisingly, the most natural formulation of this extension lacks 
the important minimal typing property of FG, which ensures that the set of types possessed by 
a typeable term can be characterized by a single least element. We consider alternative formula- 
tions and give an algorithm computing minimal types for the slightly weaker Kernel Fun variant 
of F<. 
1. Introduction 
FG is a typed lambda-calculus combining subtyping and second-order bounded quan- 
tification [4,5,7,3]. Besides its utility as a vehicle for theoretical investigations, it has 
come to be seen as a good basis for the design of programming languages incorporating 
subtyping and polymorphism. 
The extension of FG with bounded existential quantifiers to support programming 
with abstract data types is commonly regarded as a straightforward task; indeed, in 
a sense, pure FG already contains bounded existentials, since they can be encoded 
in terms of bounded universals. However, the system obtained by extending FG with 
existential types is rather different from FG itself. We show here that terms in this 
extended system fail to possess a unique minimal type; it follows that the standard 
type synthesis algorithm, which is complete for pure F,, cannot be extended to a 
complete algorithm for the richer system. 
The loss of the minimal type property is a consequence of the fact that the derived 
elimination form for encoded existentials contains more type information than the corr- 
esponding form for primitive existentials. As a result, while primitive existentials fail to 
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satisfy the minimal type property, encoded existentials are pragmatically unsatisfactory 
since their elimination form is too verbose. 
On the other hand, in the case of the analogous extension of the “equal-bounds 
fragment” of FG (often called Kernel Fun) we can give a procedure for performing the 
crucial operation of promoting a given type to its minimal supertype in which a given 
variable does not occur free. This leads to a straightforward proof of the minimum 
type property and of the completeness of a type synthesis algorithm for Kernel Fun 
extended with primitive bounded existentials. 
2. Bounded existentials in system FI 
We begin with an essentially negative result, showing that the natural extension of 
System FG with bounded existentials lacks the minimal typing property. In Section 3, 
we weaken FG and obtain a sound and complete algorithm for calculating minimal 
types. 
2.1. System FG 
The types of pure FG include type variables, function types, universal quantifiers, 
and a maximal type Top: 
Types T ::= A 1 T + T 1 AN(A< T)T 1 Top 
Terms e ::= x 1 fun(x: T)e 1 el e2 Ifin( 1 eT 
Environments r::=() ) l-,x: TII-,A<T 
Judgements j::=rEe:T 1 TkT<T 
Inference rules defining the subtyping and typing relations are given in Appendix B. 
We regard variables as names for their DeBruijn indexes, hence judgement provability 
is defined modulo a-conversion and substitution is always capture free. This convention 
allows us to ignore the type and environment formation rules that would otherwise be 
needed to assure that every type variable in a judgement is bound and that no variable 
appears twice in the environment. See [5,3] for more detailed presentations of the 
system. 
The usual presentation of FG is not syntax-directed: given a typing or subtyping 
statement, there may be different proofs of its validity, and given a term and an en- 
vironment, there can be proofs of different typings. However, an important property 
of FG is that it is possible to identify a set of derivations in “normal form” such that 
whenever a subtyping or typing statement can be proved using any derivation whatso- 
ever, it can be proved by a unique derivation in normal form. There is a syntax-directed 
algorithm (summarized by the rules in Appendix C) that discovers the minimal type 
for any typeable FG term by constructing its normal-form derivation [5]. Although it 
fails to terminate on some pathological ill-typed terms [8, 111, the algorithm is easy to 
implement and has been found to behave well in practice. 
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2.2. Encoded and primitive existentials in FG 
The simplest way to add existential quantifiers to FG is to regard them as syntactic 
sugar for combinations of universal quantifiers, using the standard encoding: 
Some(A <S,)& = M(B) (AZZ(A <Sl)S2 + B) ----f B 
where B is fresh. 
Syntactic sugar for introducing and eliminating existentials is provided by the fol- 
lowing abbreviations (where again B is fresh): 
pack e as Some(A <S,)& hiding T 
=fun(B)fun(f : AZZ(AdSl) S2 + B) f T e 
open e: Some(A <S,)S2 as [A,x] in b : T 
= e T (fun(A < SI ) fun(x : &)b) 
These encodings give rise to a derived subtyping rule for existential types: 
r t S, < T, T,A<S, t S2<T2 
r k Some(A<&)& bSome(A< T,)T2 
(DER-SOME-SUB) 
and derived typing rules for pack and open: 
l-1 T<S, r I- e : [T/A]& 
r t (pack e as Some(A <Sl)S2 hiding T): Some(A<$)S2 
(DER-SOME-I) 
r t e : Some(A <S, )S2 T,A<S,,x:S2 t b: T A not in FV(T) 
rt(open e:Some(A<S1)& as [A,x] in b:T):T 
(DER-SOME-E) 
Note that the subtyping rule DER-SOME-SUB is nearly identical to the primitive subtyping 
rule 
rt T,<s, r,AdT, tS2<T2 
r t- AZZ(A<S,)S2<AZZ(A<Tl)T2 
(ALL-SUB) 
for bounded universals - the difference being that the bounds are compared covariantly 
rather than contravariantly - and that DER-SOME-I and DER-SOME-E straightforwardly 
generalize the usual typing rules for unbounded existentials [9, lo]. 
Alternatively, bounded existential types can be provided as a primitive syntactic 
form [4] by extending the grammar of types and terms with the Some, pack, and 
open constructs, and adding typing and subtyping rules for existentials to those in 
Appendix B. 
The natural subtyping rule for primitive existentials is the same as the derived rule: 
r ts1 <Tl T,A<S, t S2<T2 
r t Some(A <SI )& < Some(A < TI )Tz 
(SOME-SUB) 
There is some freedom in the formulation of the introduction and elimination rules. 
We consider the rules in turn. 
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In SOME-I, the annotation “as Some(A < Si )&” is clearly required, since, in general, 
a given “concrete body” can validly be packaged as an instance of many different (and 
incomparable) existential types. For example, the value fun(x : Int)x can be packaged 
as follows: 
,Some(A d Znt) A -+ A 
Some(A < Znt) A + Znt 
Some(A <Znt)Znt 4 Znt 
Some(A d Top)Znt  Znt 
Some(A d Top)Znt + A 
etc. 
The explicit annotation “as Some(A dS1 )S2” functions as an aid both to the com- 
piler (which would have no chance of guessing correctly which existential type was 
intended) and to the programmer, since it documents the signature of the abstract type 
implemented by the package. 
The annotation “hiding T” also seems desirable on pragmatic grounds, since it allows 
the compiler to generate much more comprehensible error messages. If the annota- 
tion were inferred, then when the programmer gave a wrong implementation of some 
operation he would get an error message saying “can’t infer T” offering very little help 
in guessing which operation has been implemented incorrectly; on the other hand, if 
T is given, the type checker can point directly to the wrong operation saying, “I was 
expecting Znt xlnt but I found Realx Real.” ’ 
The natural introduction form for primitive bounded existentials (proposed by Cardelli 
and Wegner) is thus identical to the derived form: 
Z-E T<S, r 1 e : [T/A]& 
r t- (pack e as Some(A <S, )Sz hiding T) : Some(A <SI)& 
What about the existential elimination rule? 
At first glance, it appears that none of the type annotations should be needed: it will 
not hurt to derive a better existential typing for the expression e, since this will result 
in smaller types being used in place of the given Si and S2 in the second premise, 
necessarily yielding a better result. Likewise, it will not hurt to derive a minimal 
type for the body b instead of the given (and perhaps non-minimal) type T. This 
might lead us to conjecture that the “pure” elimination rule proposed by Cardelli and 
’ If this annotation were omitted, then the type synthesis algorithm would have the task of determining, 
in each case, whether there exists any T that can validly be supplied as the witness type of the newly created 
existential, i.e. it should be able to determine, for each triple of types St,& U, whether there exists a type 
2” such that T<Sr and (I < [r/,4]& (where U is the minimum type of the packed expression). The problem 
is undecidable, given the undecidability of subtyping for F< [I 11: when Sa is A, a T such that T <Sr and 
U<[T/A]& exists if and only if U <St. It remains an open question whether, if we assume an oracle for 
the subtyping relation or choose a decidable fragment of the subtyping relation, the “hiding T” annotation 
can be inferred. 
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Wegner, besides being the more natural formulation, is also free of problems from the 
algorithmic point of view: 
r t- e : Some(A < S1 )& T,A<S,,x:S2 t b: T 
r k (open e as [A,x] in b) : T 
A not in FV(T) (SOME_E) 
However, although the first part of this line of reasoning is valid (we recapitulate it 
more formally below), the second part is not: choosing the minimal type for b is not 
always better than choosing a particular supertype of the minimal type. The source of 
the difficulty is the side condition “A not in FV(T),” which blocks the formulation of 
a complete type synthesis algorithm. 
Suppose we did have a type-synthesis algorithm for FG with existentials. The idea of 
such algorithms is usually to give a system of syntax-directed rules defining a minimal 
type synrhesis relation Tke =+ T, pronounced “under assumptions r, the smallest type 
of e is T”. For example, the usual function application rule 
rtf:T,+T2 Tta:T, 
r I- fa: T2 
is replaced by a variant that explicitly takes into account any possible uses of the rule 
of subsumption that may be needed in order to give f an arrow type and to make the 
type of the argument match the domain of the arrow type 
where the auxiliary fimction < computes the minimal non-variable supertype of a 
given type (see Appendix C). 
In such an algorithm, the syntax-directed reformulation of SOME-E would be 
rl--eeU Tl- U<Some(AdSl)& 
1-,A <S1,x:S2 t b + T A not in FV(T) 
r t- (open e as [A,x] in b) + T 
( SYNTH-SOME-E) 
where, in this case, U must have the shape of an existential. But this rule is clearly 
incomplete, since it reports a typechecking failure whenever the representation type 
variable A appears free in the minimal type T of the body, whereas in the original 
system the rule of subsumption can always be used to promote such a T to some 
A-free supertype, such as (trivially) Top. 
To improve this rule, we would need to find a way of promoting the minimal type of 
the body to its minimal A-free supertype, which would then be the minimal type of the 
whole open expression. Unfortunately, this is not always possible: we may encounter 
a type T with a free variable A such that T has two incomparable minimal A-free 
supertypes - that is, there may be two different A-free types Ul and U2 such that 
both are supertypes of T and there is no A-free supertype of T that is strictly smaller 
than either Ul or U2. The remainder of this section is devoted to exhibiting such a T. 
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Fact 2.2.1. Let Z be any closed type (say, Top), and let T be the type: 
T = +ZZ(B <A)AlZ(B’ <A)A), 
where we abbreviate 
+ = S + Top. 
Then the set of A-free supertypes of T under the context A<Z has no smallest 
member. 
The proof of this fact requires a couple of technical lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2.2. In system FG with existential types, the following properties hold: 
1. Zf r F Tl + T2 < W < VI -+ V2 then W has the shape WI + Wz with r k 
V,<Wl<T, andrk-Tz<Wz<I$. 
2. Zf r k All(B<T,)T2< W<All(B<fi)& then W has the shape All(B< W,)Wz 
with rk V16W~<Tl andr,BdW, t T2<W2 andr,B<Vl k WzGI4. 
3. Zf r t Some(B< T,)T2 < W <Some(B < Vi)&, then W has the shape 
Some(B<Wl)W2 with r t T16Wl<Vj and r,BdTI t T2<W2 and T,B<Wl k 
W2Gv2. 
4. Zf r t W <A (where A is a type variable) then W is a type variable. 
5. Zf r t Ad W (where A is a type variable) and W # A, then r t- T(A) < W. 
6.ZffkS<T<S,thenS=T. 
Proof. The completeness of the syntax-directed subtyping rules for pure FG is proved 
in [5]. The extension of this result to the system with existential subtyping is straight- 
forward, since the only new rule, SOME-SUB, is syntax-directed on both sides of the <. 
The lemma then follows from the fact that the syntax-directed rules are complete for 
FG subtyping. For example, in part (1) we see from SUB-ARROW that r t T -+ T’ < W 
implies that either W = Top or W = U 4 U’, with r t U d T and r t T’ 6 U’, while 
r t W < V + V’ implies that either W is a variable or W = U + U’, with r 1 V d U 
and r k U’ G V’. 0 
Lemma2.2.3. ZfT,A~UtS~Tandr~v~u,thenT,A~VtS~T. 
Proof. Routine induction on derivations. 0 
Proof of Fact 2.2.1. Consider the types 
U1 = l(AZl(B <Z)All(B’ <Z)B) and U2 = l(AZZ(B <Z)AZl(B’ <Z)B’). 
It can easily be verified that U1 and U2 are both supertypes of the type T = -( AZZ(B <A) 
AZ/(B’ <A)A) under the context A <Z. We now show that they are both minimal in 
the set of A-free supertypes of T, by arguing that if some A-free type U lies between 
T and UI then it is identical to Ul, and similarly for U2. 
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Assume that V is an A-free type that lies between T and Ur, i.e. that 
A<Z t- +411(B<A)AIZ(B’<A)A)< V<+4lZ(B<Z)AIZ(B’<Z)B). 
Then, by Lemma 2.2.2(l) and (2) we have 
A<Z k Azz(B6Z)Azz(B’~Z)B~Azz(B~~)V’ 
< AZZ(B < A)AZZ(B’ < A)4 
where 
v = l(AZZ(B< fi)V’), A<ZtA<&<Z, 
A < Z,B< fi t- (Az&B’<Z)B)< V’, A<Z,B<A k V’<(AZZ(B’<A)A). 
By Lemma 22.3, 
A <Z,B<A k (AZZ(B'GZ)B)G"d(~ZZ(B'~A)A). 
By Lemma 2.2.2(2), V’ = AZZ(B’ < &)I$, where 
Now since V is A-free, Lemma 2.2.2(5) gives 
hence Lemma 2.2.2(6) gives V, = V, =Z, i.e. 
(1) A<Z,B<A,B’<Z k Bd& 
(2) A<Z,B<A,B’<A t &<A. 
By (2) and Lemma 2.2.2(4), fi must be a variable; in particular, since it can- 
not be A, it must be B or B’. By (1) and Lemma 2.2.2(5), if V3 were B’, then 
A <Z, B <A, B’ <Z t- T(B) < B’ would hold, which is not true. Hence, V, = B and so 
V =+4ZZ(B<V,)AZZ(B’dfi)~)=~(AZZ(B<Z)AZZ(B’bZ)B)= UI. 
The case for U2 is similar. 0 
Before exhibiting an expression with two different minimal types we need some 
other easy lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2.4 (Strengthening). 1. If r,x : U, r' t S < T, then r, r’ k S d T. 
2. If T,A< U,r’ t S < T and A is not in FV(T’), FV(S), or FV(T), then 
r,s t se 
Proof. By induction on normal-form proofs of T,x : l.J, r’ k S < T and r, A < 
u,r’t SGT. q 
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Lemma 2.2.5 (Weakening). 1. If r, r’ k S d T and x and A do not appear in the 
judgement, then T,x : U, S k S < T and T,A 6 U, S k S < T. 
2. If r,S k e: T and x and A do not appear in the judgement, then T,x : U, 
r’te:Tandr,A6U,r’te:T. 
Proof. By induction on the proofs of r, r’ I- S < T and r, r’ k e : i”. 0 
Lemma 2.2.6. If T,x:T,Atx:U then T,x:T,At TGU. 
Proof. Since SUBSUMPTION is the only non-syntax-directed typing rule, a proof of T,x : T, 
A t- x : U must end with an instance of the VAR rule followed by a finite number of 
instances of SUBSUMPTION. The result then follows from the reflexivity and transitivity 
of subtyping. q 
Now it is very easy to build an open expression with two incomparable minimal 
types. Let 2, T, UI, and UZ be as above; let A be the context 
A = y : Some(A<Z)T, 
and consider the expression 
e = open y as [A,x] in x. 
It is easy to see that any A-free supertype of T is a type for e under A. We now argue 
that if A t e : U, then U is an A-free supertype of T under A <Z. 
Assume we are given a proof of A t e : U, and note that this proof must end with 
an instance of SOME-E followed by some number of instances of SUBSUMPTION, since 
SUBSUMPTION is the only non-syntax-directed rule in the definition of the FG typing 
relation. That is, we must have a subderivation ending in 
A t y : Some(A <Z’)T’ A,A<Z’,x:T’tx:V A not in FV(V) 
Ate:V AtV<V, 
Ate:& At-V<& 
. . . 
and (by SUB-TRANS) 
where U and V are A-free (V is A-free by assumption, while U is well-defined in an 
environment A where A is not defined). 
Now, by Lemmas 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, we have A<Z k VGU. 
By Lemma 2.2.6 and the subderivation A t y : Some(A<Z’)T’, we have 
A I- Some(A < Z)T < Some(A < Z’)T’. 
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Hence, 
A t Z d Z’, A, A d Z t T < T’ by syntax-directedness; 
A,A<Z,x:Ttx:V by Lemma 2.2.3 
from A, A <Z/,x : T’ t x : V; 
A,A<Z,x:T t T<V by Lemma 2.2.6; 
A<ZtT<V by Lemma 2.2.4; 
A<ZtT<U by SUB-TRANS. 
Thus we have proved that the types of e under A are all and only the A-free super- 
types of T, and we have already shown that this set of types does not have a unique 
minimum. 
2.3. Discussion 
Although the common assertion that “existential types can be encoded in F<” remains 
true from a semantic perspective, we have seen that it is problematic from the point 
of view of type checking. 
One could take the results developed in the previous section as evidence that the 
best elimination rule for existential types in the pure presentation of FG is the tersest 
one that still admits a complete synthesis algorithm: 
r t e : Some(A < SI )& T,A<S,,x:& t b:T A not in FV(T) 
r t (open e as [A,x] in b : T) : T 
(COMPLETE-SOME-E) 
But this rule is unsatisfactory in a practical sense: it achieves completeness at the 
expense of convenience. The programmer’s intended type for an expression will almost 
always coincide with its minimal type, so the occurrence of A in the minimal type of b 
should probably be regarded as a programming mistake. We therefore lean toward the 
other possible conclusion: that it is unreasonable to expect typecheckers for languages 
based on FG to be complete with respect to the pure system. The best rule for existential 
elimination is Cardelli and Wegner’s original one. 
An intruiging question now arises: What sort of correspondence should exist be- 
tween the “canonical” presentation of a type system and its implementation as a type 
synthesis algorithm, so that programmers can be presented with a clean, simple model 
of the types that will be assigned to their programs? The best possible correspondance 
is completeness: programmers can reason in terms of the pure presentation in full 
confidence that the type synthesis algorithm will arrive at identical conclusions. The 
semi-completeness of FG is almost as good: the type synthesis algorithm may diverge 
under pathological conditions, but normally it derives exactly the same judgements as 
the pure presentation. 
FG with Cardelli and Wegner’s formulation of existentials takes another step away 
from completeness: the type synthesis algorithm may incorrectly reject some programs 
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that are well typed under the pure presentation, but this can happen only in situations 
where the programmer has probably made a mistake. This is similar to the treatment of 
if-then-else in languages with subsumption and with a Top type, such as the Galileo 
language [l]. According to the abstract presentation of the language, the expression 
if true then 3 else false belongs to the Top type, since both 3 and false are in Top 
by subsumption. However, the type synthesis algorithm requires that some relationship 
exists between the types of the two branches, and would reject the expression above, 
giving some completeness away in the hope of capturing more programming errors. 
Yet another step towards synthesis algorithms that attempt only to be “complete 
enough” is provided by Cardelli’s implementation of FG with partial type reconstruction 
based on mixed-prefix unification [2]. Ultimately, this process can go too far, resulting 
in type systems whose best definition is the behavior of an incomprehensible algorithm, 
But a large centerground remains to be explored. 
Another question we have left open here is whether every term of FG with bounded 
existentials has a finite set of minimal types, and (if so) whether there is a reasonably 
efficient algorithm for synthesizing these sets. 
3. Bounded existentials in kernel fun 
Cardelli and Wegner’s original formulation of bounded quantification [4], actually 
used a simpler rule for deriving subtyping judgements involving bounded quantifiers: 
(ALL-SUB-KFuN) 
Although this “equal-bounds rule” seems semantically less natural than the one used 
in subsequent presentations of F,, it yields a system with much simpler syntactic 
properties, including decidable subtyping [8]. 
The addition of bounded existential quantifiers to this fragment - often called Kernel 
Fun - is accomplished by adjoining the same introduction and elimination rules as 
before, but restricting the subtyping rule by analogy with the one for the universal 
quantifier: 
T,A<StT<U 
r k Some(A<S)T<Some(A<S)U 
(SOME-SUB-KFLJN) 
(The combination of Kernel Fun with the more general rule for existentials given 
above, in addition to being rather unnatural, is already undecidable; see Appendix A.) 
We can show that the converse of the fact proved in the first section holds for this 
extended Kernel Fun: we define a function raiseA,r such that raised,r(T) is the minimal 
A-free super-type of T in the context 1 The idea is to replace all positive occurrences 
of A in T by its upper bound from r; negative and non-positive occurrences of A 
are eliminated by finding the smallest enclosing positive subphrase and promoting it to 
Top. The intuition behind this algorithm was suggested to us by Mariangiola Dezani. 
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The existence of this procedure allows us to prove that the usual typechecking 
algorithm for Kernel Fun can be extended by the following algorithmic formulation of 
SOME-E to yield a complete algorithm for the combined system: 
rke*U r t U << Some(AdSl)& l-,A<&,x : S, k b + V 
r t (open e as [A,x] in b) + raiseA,r( V) 
(ALG-SOME-E) 
3.1. Typing algorithm 
Definition 3.1.1. The functions raiseA,r and lowerA,r, mapping types to their least 
A-free supertype and their largest A-free subtype, respectively, are defined as fol- 
lows. (To avoid clutter, we normally elide the subscripts A and I) The two defini- 
tions have different side-conditions, since, whenever lower appears, we have to check 
whether it is defined, while raise is always defined, thanks to the presence of the 
Top type. 
( AZZ(B < S)raise( T) 
raise(AZl(B < S)T) = 
if A does not occur in S 
Top 
if A occurs in S 
( Some(B d S)ruise( T) 
raise( Some(B < S)T) = 
if A does not occur in S 
Top 
[ ifA occurs in S 
lower(S) + raise(T) 
raise(S + T) = 
if lower(S) is defined 
Top 
if lower(S) is undefined 
raise(A) = T(A) 
raise(B) where B # A = B 
raise(Top) = Top 
AZZ(B d S)Zower( T) 
lower(A/l(B < S)T) = if lower(T) defined and A not in S 
undefined otherwise 
Some(B < S)lower( T) 
Zower(Some(B6S)T) = if lower(T) defined and A not in S 
undefined otherwise 
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( raise(S) + lower(T) 
lower(S --+ T) = 
if lower(T) is defined 
undefined 
if lower(T) is undefined 
lower(A) = undefined 
lower(B) where B # A = B 
lower(Top) = Top 
Note that, if A does not occur free in T, then raise(T) = lower(T) = T. 
Remark 3.1.2. 1. If lower(T, + T2) is defined, then lower(T2) is defined. 
2. If Zower(AZZ(B < Tl)T,) is defined, then Zower(T2) is defined. 
3. If lower(Some(B<Tl)T2) is defined, then lower(TZ) is defined. 
Proposition 3.1.3. 1. r t T <raise(T) for any r and T. 
2. I’ lower(T) is defined, then r k Zower( T) < T. 
Proof (sketch). Routine induction on T. 0 
Lemma 3.1.4 (Completeness). The syntax-directed subtyping rules given in Appen- 
dix C are complete for Kernel Fun subtyping. 
Proof (sketch). Either by adapting the proof given for FG in [5], or by induction on a 
Kernel Fun proof of r k T d U, the interesting case being when the last applied rule 
is transitivity. 0 
Remark 3.1.5. Since the syntax-directed rules are complete for subtyping, we use the 
notation r k A <B for both syntax-directed and ordinary subtyping judgements. 
Lemma 3.1.6. 1. If r k T<AZl(BdT,)T2 then r t- T<AlI(B<T,)T~ andr,BGT, 
T;<T,. 
2. Zf r k TdSome(BdT,)TZ then r I- T<<Some(BdT,)T2/ and T,B<T, 
T,l<T,. 
3.1frkTT,<T1-+TZ thenr~T<<T:~T2/andr~T,dT~,r~T2/~T2. 
4. r t- V <A implies that V is a variable. 
Proof. Like Lemma 2.2.2. 0 
Lemma 3.1.7. Let r be a context and A a variable in dam(r) such that A does not 
appear free in lY If lowerA,r(T) is unde$ned, then T has no A-free subtypes - that 
is, A #FV( V) implies r y V < T. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of lower. 
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Case T = AZZ(B < Ti)Tz where either Zower(T~) is undefined or A occurs in T,(I): 
Assume, for a contradiction, that r t- V < T, where A does not appear free in either 
r or V. By Lemma 3.1.6, T F V<AZZ(B<T,)fi with T,B<T, I- fi<T2. But Z t- 
V < AZZ(B < T, )b means that either V = AZZ(B < Tl )V, or that Z < AZZ(B < Tt )fi is 
in Z, for some Z; in both cases, A cannot occur free in T, ; hence, by (1 ), Zower( T,) 
is undefined. But now r, B d Tl k V2 < T2 contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Case T = Some(B < TI )T2 where either Zower( T2) is undefined or A occurs in T, : 
Similar. 
Case T = T, -+ T2 where Zower( T2) is undefined: Assume, for a contradiction, that 
r k V<T. By Lemma 3.1.6, r t- VK V, --f V2 with r t V2<T2. But r t V< V, + 
V2 means that either V = VI + V2 or that Z < VI + V2 is in r; in both cases, A cannot 
occurr free in V2. But now T t V2 < T2 contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Case T = A: Assume, for a contradiction, that r t V < T. By Lemma 3.1.6, V must 
be a variable. But no variable different from A can be less than A, since A is not in 
FV(T). 
The other two cases in the definition of lower are irrelevant, since we assumed that 
lower(T) is undefined. 0 
Proposition 3.1.8. Assume that A is not in FV(U) or FV(T). Then 
1. Ifr t T<U, then r t raise(T)dU. 
2. Zf r I- U d T then lower(T) is dejined and r t U <lower(T). 
That is, raise(T) is the minimal A-free supertype of T and, when it is dejined, 
lower(T) is the maximal A-free subtype of T. 
Proof. Simultaneously, by induction on the size of normal-form subtyping derivations. 
In every case, we assume that A appears free in T, since otherwise the result is 
immediate; recall that the implication 
r t U < T + lower(T) is defined 
has already been established (Lemma 3.1.7). 
~aseARROW-SUB(1):~tT~~T~~U~~U~with~tU~~T~and~~T2~U2 
By Lemma 3.1.7 and the first premise, Zower(T, ) is defined. So raise(T) = Zower(Tl) + 
raise(Tz), and, by the induction hypothesis, 
r k U, < lower( Tl ) 
r t- raise(T2)< U2. 
By ARROW-SUB, 
T t Zower( T, ) + raise( T2 ) < VI + U2. 
Case ARROW-SUB (2): r t U, + U2 <T, + T2 with r t T, d U, and r t U, < T2 
Since lower(T) is defined, Zower(T2) is defined, lower(T) = raise( TI ) + Zower(Tz), 
and, by the induction hypothesis, r t- raise( Tl ) d U, and r k U2 <Zower( T2). By 
ARROW-SUB, r t UI -+ U2 d raise( T, ) + Zower( T2). 
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Case ALL-SUB (1): r 1 All(B < UI)TZ d AII(B,< Ul)Uz with T,B< UI t TZ 6 UZ 
Since A does not occur in U,, we have raise(T) = AlI(B 6 U, )raise(Tz), and, by 
the induction hypothesis, r, B < U1 t raise( T2) < Uz. By 
ALL-SUB, r k AIl(B d UI )raise(Tl) < All(B < Ul )Uz. 
Case ALL-SUB (2): r t Al&B < U1 )U2 d All(B < l_JI)T2 with r, B < U, 1 U2 < T2 
Since Zower( T) is defined, lower( T2) is defined, lower(T) = AZl(B < UI )lower( T2), 
and, by the induction hypothesis, r, B d UI t U2 Glower(T2). By ALL-SUB, r t 
All(B d Ul)Uz <Al&B < UI )lower(Tz). 
The two cases for Some are analogous. 
Case ALL-VAR-SUB (1): r l- A d U with r t T(A) < U 
Immediate, since raise(A) = T(A). 
Case ALL-VAR-SUB (2): r k B < T with r t T(B) < T 
By the induction hypothesis, r t T(B) <lower(T), hence, by VAR-SUB r 1 B6 
Zower( T). 
Case TOP-SUB (1,2): r t W < Top 
Both r t raise(W) < Top and r t W < lower( Top) are immediate. 
Case ALG-REFL r t B6B 
Both r t- raise(B)<B and r t- B <lower(B) are trivial, since B (being A-free) 
cannot be A. 0 
We can now show that Kernel Fun has both the minimal typing property and a 
straightforward algorithm for calculating minimal types. 
Let Alg be the type system defined by the syntax-directed Kernel Fun rules, includ- 
ing the following rules for existentials (the other syntax-directed rules are given in 
Appendix C): 
rtT<S, rte=s-U I- t U < [T/A]& 
r t (pack e as Some (A d SI )S2 hiding T) + Some(A < SI )S2 
(ALG-SOME-I) 
Tte=sS r t S @I Some(A d S, )S2 T,A6S,,x:S2 tb + T 
r t (open e as [A,x] in b) + raiseA,(r,A<s,)(T) 
(ALG-SOME-E) 
It can easily be checked that the syntax-directed rules are sound - i.e. that if r t a + T 
then r t a : T. In the remainder of this section, we prove that they are complete, i.e., 
that if r t a : T then there exists A4 such that r k a + M and r t M d T. 
To begin, we need some auxiliary definitions and a few technical lemmas about the 
subtype relation. 
Definition 3.1.9. A context r’ refines a context r (written r’<r) iff 
1. rl=r=(), or 
2. r’=A’,x:T’, r=A,x:T, A’<A, and rtT’<T, or 
3. S=A’,A<T, r=A,A<T, and A’GA. 
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Lemma 3.1.10. If r’ <r then r’ t- T < U ifs r k T < U, 
Proof. r’ and r differ only on term variables. q 
Lemma 3.1.11 (Weakening, Strengthening). If A and x do not appear free in r, r’, e, 
U, U’, then: 
r,Ptp=u,x:T,r’kP, r, A d T, rt F P (weakening) 
T,x : T, r’ I-P + r, r’ t P (strengthening) 
r, A d T, r’ F P + r, r’ t-P (strengthening) 
where P is either e : U or U d U’. 
Proof. Standard induction. 0 
Lemma 3.1.12. ZfTtT<S, and r,A<S, FS2<T2, then rt[T/A]S2<[T/A]T2. 
Proof. We prove a stronger statement: r k T <SI and r, A <SI, A t & d TZ together 
imply r,[T/A]At[T/A]&d[T/A]T 2, where applying a substitution to a context is de- 
fined as follows: 
[T/A]0 = 0 
[T/A](T,x : U) = ([T/A]T,x: [T/A]U) 
[T/AI(r,B d U) = (WWJ d [TIAIW 
The proof proceeds by induction on the shape of a normal-form derivation of r, A d S,, 
A t S2 < T2 and by cases on the last rule applied. 
Case ALG-VAR-SUB (A):r,AdSl,AtA<T2 with r,A<Sl,AFS,<T2 
By induction, r, [T/A]A t S1 d [T/A]T2; by hypothesis r t- T <S, ; by weakening 
(3.1.11) r,[T/AldtTdS~; finally, by transitivity, r,[T/A]At-T(=[T/AJA)<[T/A]TI. 
Case ALG-VAR-SUB (BfA): T,A<S,,AtB<T2 with T,AdSl,At(r,A)(B)<T2 
(where (r, A)(B) means “the bound of B in the environment (r, A)“). By induc- 
tion, r, [T/&l t [T/AI((r, A)(B))G [TIAIT 2; since A does not occur in r, we have 
r,[T/A]AE(r,[T/A]A)(B)6[T/A]T2. Finally, by 
ALG-VAR-SUB, r, [T/A]A F B( = [T/A]B)6[T/A]T2. 
All the other cases are proved by straightforward use of the induction hypothesis. 0 
The completeness of the type synthesis algorithm can now be established as follows: 
Proposition 3.1.13. Zf r t e: T, then there exists a T’ such that r I- e + T’ and 
rFT’<T. 
Proof. We prove the following stronger property 
If r t- e : T and r’ d r, then there exists T’ such that r’ t e + T’ and r I- T’ G T. 
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by induction on the size of the given typing derivation, with a case analysis on the 
last rule applied. (The most interesting cases are SOME-E and ARROW-E.) 
Case SOME-E: 
r t- e : Some(A < SI )Sz r,A<&,x:&tb: T A not in FV(T) 
r t- (open e as [A, x] in b) : T 
By the induction hypothesis and the first premise of SOME-E, f’ t e a U with rt /- U < 
Some(A<Sl)&. By Lemma 3.1.6(2), r’k U=~Sorne(AdS,)Si with I”,A<S, t--S; < 
&. Applying the induction hypothesis to the second premise of SOME-E yields r’, A < S1 ,
x : Sl t b + T’ with T,A d Sl, x : S2 t T’ < T, i.e. (by strengthening), r, A 6 S1 t T’ < T. 
By ALG-SOME-E, r’ t- (open e as [AJ] in b) + raiseA,(r~,AQs,,(T’). Since r differs 
from r’ on term variables only, raiseA,(r/,A <.s, )(T’) = raiseA,(r,A <s, ,(T’). Now, since T 
is an A-free supertype of T’ in the context (r, A < S1 ), Proposition 3.1.8 gives r, A <S1 t 
raiseA,(r,A <s, ,( T’) d T. By strengthening (Lemma 3.1.1 l(2), r truiseA,(rr,A Q, ,( T’) < T. 
Case ALL-E: 
rte:AZI(A6&)& rtr<s, 
rte T:[T/A]S2 
By the induction hypothesis, T’ke + U with Tt U <Al&A <Sl )&. By Lemma 3.1.6( 1 ), 
r t U < All(A < Sl )Si with r, A < Sl t Sl< S2. Applying ALG-ALL-E to the induction 
hypothesis, we obtain r’ i- e[T] + [T/A]$. By Lemma 3.1.12, since r, A <S, t Si < S2 
and TtT<S,, we have rt[T/A]Si<[T/A]&. 
Case ARROW-E: 
rkf :T, + T, Tta:z 
rtfa:T2 
By the induction hypothesis, 
r’tf + T’ with rtTT’dZ ---f T2 
PI-a + q’ rt-T,‘<q. 
By Lemma 3.1.6(3), 
rFT%T” -+ T2/1 with 
rt8 ,T,‘f 
rtT,“<T2. 
By TRANS, r k T,’ d T,“, i.e., by Lemma 3.1.10, 
r’ 1 T,’ < Tit’. By ALG-ARROW-E, I” t fa + Tg. 
Case SOME-I: 
rtT<s, rte:[T/A]S2 
r t (pack e as Some(A<Sl)Sz hiding T): Some(AbSl)& 
By the induction hypothesis, r’ t- e + U with r F U ,< [T/A]&. The result follows by 
Lemma 3.1.10 and ALG-SOME -I. 
Case ALL-I: 
T,A<Sl I-e:& 
r tfin(A G Sl )e : AZZ(A G Sl )S2 
By the induction hypothesis, r’, A dS1 t e + Sl with r, A dS1 t Si <SZ. By ALG-ALL-I, 
r’tfun(A<S,)e + AZZ(A<S,)S& and by Lemma 3.1.10 and 
ALL-SUB, r t AZ&Ad S1 ),I$ < AZZ(A < 4 )S2. 
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Case ARROW-I: 
r,x:Sl Fe:& 
r Ffun(x : SI )e : SI -+ S2 
By the induction hypothesis, T’,x : & k e + Si with T,x : S, I- Si <S2, i.e., by Lemma 
2.2.4( 1 ), r t S; <S2. By &FL and ARROW-SUB, r t-S, + S; <S, -+ S,. By ALG-ALL-I, 
r’ b-fun(~ : S, )e * S, -+ S;. 
Case VAR: 
r tx: zyx) 
By ALG-VAR, r' FX + T'(x). Let r = A,x : r(x),Z and let P = A/,X : r’(x),Z’. By the 
definition of the refinement relation, A,x : T(x) t- T’(x) <T(x). The thesis r t T’(x) < 
T(x) follows by weakening. 
Case SUBSUMPTION: 
rke:T 
By the induction hypothesis, r’ t e + U’, where r t- U’ < U. By TRANS, r t- U’ < T. 0 
3.2. Discussion 
This proof of completeness is much easier than the one given in [5] to show existence 
of a minimum type and of a set of syntax-directed rules for FG. The proof in [5] was 
based on the definition of a confluent and normalizing rewriting system of FG subtyping 
and typing proofs. We were able to adopt a simpler approach here for two reasons: 
1. In [S] the term rewriting approach allows solving the coherence problem by 
proving that a semantic interpretation is coherent iff it satisfies the equations underlying 
the rewrite rule; here we are not attempting to address this problem. 
2. In [5] the main technical problem to be solved was completeness of the subtyping 
rules. Since the addition of bounded existentials does not complicate the subtype rela- 
tion in any essential way, we are able here to appeal to [5] for the necessary results 
about subtyping and concentrate on the much easier problem of analyzing the typing 
relation. 
We have shown here that, in F,, it is not possible to infer a minimum result type 
for an open expression when we move from the encoded open operator to the primitive 
one, while it is possible in Kernel Fun. The same is true, for simpler reasons, with 
the if then else operator. If we encode the boolean type as All(A < Top)A -+ A + A, 
then we can encode if b then el else e2 : T as b T el e2. However, if the result type 
T is omitted, we cannot in general infer it in F<. More precisely, given r, b, el, e2, 
there does not exist, in general, a minimum result type, i.e. a minimum type U such 
that b U el e2 is well typed in r, and this is a direct consequence of the fact that 
not every pair of types with a common supertype has a minimum common supertype 
FG (see [7]). By contrast, in Kernel Fun every pair of types with a common supertype 
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has a minimum common supertype, and this property implies that, given a typable if 
b then el else e2 expression, it is possible to infer its minimum type. 
This result - that Kernel Fun enriched with the “terse formulation” of existential 
types does not lose the minimum type property - further extends the set of proper- 
ties enjoyed by Kernel Fun but not by F<. (The most important among these is the 
decidability of subtyping and typing, but see also [6].) 
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Appendix A. Undecidability of Kernel Fun with mixed-bound existentials 
The known proof of undecidability for FG uses the subtyping rule for universal quan- 
tifiers in an essential way. Hence, one might wonder whether decidability is obtained 
by adopting the equal-bound subtyping rule for univeral types, but taking existential 
types as primitive and allowing them to be compared using the mixed bound rule. 
In this appendix we remark that this is not the case, since Kernel Fun extended with 
mixed bound is already undecidable. This can be proved by encoding the FG subtyping 
problem as an extended Kernel Fun subtyping problem. 
Definition A.1 The encoding [---I from pure FG to Kernel Fun extended with mixed- 
bound existential types is defined as follows: 
[A]=A 
[Top] = Top 
[AZ&A < T)U] = l(Some(A <[T])-jU]l) 
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Proposition A.2. r k T d U is provable in F< iff [r k T d U] is provable in Kernel Fun 
extended with mixed bound subtyping. 
Proof (sketch). By induction on the size of the normal-form proof of r t T < U, 
in one direction, and of [r k T < U], in the other one. The crucial case is when 
T = AlI(A d lj )Tz and U = AII(A d U, )Uz. We reason as follows: 
let T=AlI(A<q)T2 and U=A11(A<Q)U2. 
I-tT<U 
iff (All) rtU,<Z and T,AdL$tT2GU2 
iff (Ind) [P[Gl<[?I and I[QA+41QT21GUQ] 
iff (7) gr]+4gqZ] and I[r]i,A<I[~]It~I[U2D~l[T2] 
iff (Some) [r]l t Some(AdU~])lI[U2]I~Some(A6J[~]I)1I[T2D 
iff (7) [r]t- lSome(A6[7ij)71[T2]G7Some(A qU,])-[U,] 
def 
urn t- [A&I G z )T2] qAzl(A G u, )u2j 
The other cases are simpler. •i 
Appendix B. Summary of FG 
Syntax: 
Types T :: =A 1 T -+ T / AZI(A<T)T ) Some(AdT)T 1 Top 
Terms e :: = x 1 fun(x: T)e 1 el e2 1 fun(T)e I e T 
I pack e as Some (A <T)Tl hiding T2 
1 open el as [A,x] in e2 
Envs r :: = () / r,x:T ) l-,A<T 
Judgements j :: =Tte:T I l’tTGT 
Subtyping Rules: 
1-tT<T 
Tt-S<T rt-T<u 
rtsw 
rtAbr(A) 
rtT<Top 
rtfids, rts2 d T, 
rtS, + S2<T, + T2 
(&FL) 
(TRANS) 
(VAR-SUB) 
(TOP-SUB) 
(ARROW-SUB) 
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rtiy<s, r,A<T, tS2<T2 
l-l- All(A<S,)& <AI&A< T,)Tz 
(ALL-SUB) 
rkS,<q r,A<S, t&<Tz 
r I- Some(A <S, )& < Some(A d q )T2 
(SOME-SUB) 
Typing Rules: 
rkr(x) (VAR) 
rk-e:U TkU<T 
rke:T 
( SUBSUMPTION) 
r+s, Fe:& 
r tfun(x : S, )e : S, + S2 
(ARROW-I) 
rtf :T, 4 T2 Tta:Ti 
rtfa:T2 
(ARROW-E) 
r,A<Sl t-e:& 
r F fun(A G S, )e : Al&A G S1 )S2 
(ALL-I) 
rke:All(AGS1)S2 TkT<SI 
r k e[T] : [T/A]S2 
(ALL-E) 
TkT<S, rFe: [T/A]S2 
r t (pack e as Some(A < SI )& hiding T) : Some(A < SI )S2 
(SOME-I) 
r k e : Some(A 6 S1 )S2 r,A<S,,x:S2tb:T A not in FVT) 
r t- (open e as [A,x] in b) : T 
(SOME_E) 
Restricted Quantifier Subtyping Rules for Kernel Fun: 
r,A<Ul-S2<T2 
r t AII(A G up2 G AII(A G U)T~ 
r,AGUkSz<Tz 
r I- Some(A d U )S2 < Some(A d U )T2 
Appendix C. Type synthesis algorithm for & and Kernel Fun 
Judgement Forms: 
( SOME-SUB-KFuN) 
r t S < T T is the minimal non-variable supertype of S 
rte j T T is the minimal type of e 
rtS<T S is a subtype of T 
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Promotion Rules: 
rt-I-(A)<T 
rtA<<T 
(PROMOTE-VAR) 
T not a type variable 
rtT<<T 
(PROMOTE-N• NVAR) 
Typing Rules (FY and Kernel Fun): 
rtfun(x :Sl)e * 81 -3 & 
rtf =+T r t T << T, ---f T, Tta*q’ r t T,’ < T, 
r t fa + T2 
r,A<Sl t-e * & 
r tfim(A G S, )e + AZ&A G S1 )& 
Tte*S r t S < Al&A <S, )S, rt-T<s, 
r t e[T] + [T/A]& 
rtT<S, rteeU rt U<[T/A]& 
r t (pack e as Some (A dS1)& hiding T) + Some(A <S1 )S, 
Existential elimination rule for Kernel Fun: 
( ALG-VAR) 
(ALG-ARROW-I) 
(ALG-ARROW-E) 
(ALG-ALL-I) 
(ALG-ALL-E) 
(ALG-SOME-I) 
rte*S r t S K Some(A G S, )S2 r,A<S,,x:&tb + T 
r t (open e as [A,x] in b) + raiseA,Cr,A,s,j(T) 
(ALG-SOME-E) 
Choices for the existential elimination rule for F<: 
rte*S r t S 6~ Some(A d S, )S, 
r,A<S,,x:&tb + T A not in FV(T) 
rt (open e as [A,x] in b) + T 
( SYNTH-SOME-E) 
rt--e=sS r t S 6~ Some(A G S1 )& r,A<S,,x:& tb =+ T 
r t (open e as [A,x] in b) + raise-FsubA,Cr,AQs, j(T) 
(RAISE-SOME-E) 
where raise-FsubA,r(T) is an F< version of the raise operator, which returns just one 
of the minimal A-free supertypes of T. 
Tte*S r t S ec Some(A d S, )S, r,A<S,,x:&tb +P U 
rtU<T A not in FV(T) 
r t (open e as [A,x] in b: T) + T 
(ALG-DER-SOME-E) 
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Subtyping rules (for both FG and Kernel Fun): 
The rules for Top, arrow, and the two quantifiers are identical to those in the original 
presentation. The rules &FL, VAR, and TRANS become: 
TkA<A (AI&&FL) 
TtT(A)<T (T # TOP, T #A) 
Tt-A<T 
(ALG-VAR-SUB) 
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